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To further career and education with a reputable field-based company and to obtain a
position that will enable to utilize experience in such a way that would benefit 
employer.

EXPERIENCE

Title Specialist II
ABC Corporation - MARCH 2011 – JANUARY 2013

 Oversaw and managed REO title curative production for the Freddie 
Mac account.

 Managed relationships with various firms and national title vendors.
 Promptly interacted with title and attorney firms to provide solution 

suggestions to cure title defects and prevent delays in closing.
 Performed extensive research to identify REO assets that violated the 

Seller/Servicer guidelines and gathered the required documentation.
 Lead conference calls with underwriters to discuss aged inventory 

with complex title issues and came up with a resolution to succeed.
 Continuously worked closely with the Sales and Closing team to 

achieve monthly goals.
 Provided high level internal/external customer service focus.

Title Specialist 
ABC Corporation - 2006 – 2011

 59937 Order and review all title commitments, review all final policies
for accuracy, order all HUDs and review for accuracy and compliance.

 Research and solve title issues and document corrections needed.
 Pay title policy invoices and maintain and reconcile GL ledger 

monthly.
 Communicate with title and escrow for changes and clarifications as 

needed on closing transactions.
 CU Factory Built Lending/ Senior Title & Collateral Coordinator - 

12/2/2011 (as Temp - perm hire 3/26/2012) - 10/18/13 339801 1st 
Way So #100 Federal Way WA98003 Review title and funding 
documents for mobile home loans for accuracy and completeness, 
processed mobile home lien perfection documents and coordinate 
with all states to get mobile homes transferred with our lien of record 
correctly.

 Help mortgage brokers resolve title issues so homes can be sold and 
transferred properly, create and update checklists for title documents 
needed, process miscellaneous checks to be sent to corporate office.

 Trained new title processors..
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EDUCATION



SKILLS

Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Bilingual Spanish.
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